Larceny Barrel Proof
(Batch B520)
61.1%
Wheated bourbons, which feature
wheat rather than rye as their
secondary grain to corn, have
attracted legions of devotees in
recent years despite being
relatively few compared to their
rye counterparts. “Wheaters” like
Pappy Van Winkle have achieved
rock star status, putting them out
of reach for many of us. So when
we taste a widely available
wheated bourbon that displays the
soft, sweet, fruity proﬁle of the
style, we take note. Larceny Barrel
Proof, our Whisky of the Year,
delivers on wheated bourbon’s
appeal and then some. Big and
powerful, it enters the ring at
61.1% ABV, but it’s no lumbering
heavyweight. It ﬂoats across the
palate with stunning grace and
subtlety, its wheated mashbill a
delicate counterpoint to its
formidable proof. It begins with a
ﬂurry of sweet bakery aromas:
honey bun, angel food cake, and
apple pie à la mode. The palate
dazzles with notes of crème
brûlée, chocolate, drizzled
caramel, honey-roasted peanuts,
and lashings of baking spice,
followed by a lengthy ﬁnish loaded
with cinnamon, more chocolate,
and robust spice. Water helps
unleash layers of these ﬂavors, but
Larceny Barrel Proof is amazingly
enjoyable even at full proof—no
easy thing for a whiskey this big.
The original Larceny Small Batch
debuted in 2012 as the modern
heir to owner Heaven Hill’s historic
wheater, Old Fitzgerald. Following
a few special appearances, this
barrel-proof version launched to
the general public in January 2020,
oﬀering wheated bourbon lovers
an exceptional treat that’s also
widely available—at a very
aﬀordable $50. Larceny Barrel
Proof is released in three batches
annually, in January, May, and
September. Each year, the
releases are labeled with a code
using a letter to indicate the
sequence, and three digits
indicating the month and year.
This award goes to B520, but
you’d be wise to give any of them
a try. Number 1 in the 2020 Top
20
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